8 Billion
5 Billion
“A microgrid’s multiple generation sources and ability to isolate itself from the larger network during an outage on the central grid ensures highly reliable power.”

- National Electrical Manufacturers Association

Member states of CARICOM have set goal of 47% renewables by 2027.
Volatile and Increasing

> 80% of Island C Power is Diesel
- >$10m in capital
- $200K per year
- Price Varied 6X last 10 yr
- Surcharge Up Steadily

Source: EIA Annual Energy Outlook 2019
It’s a tragedy that we don’t hear more about good news. Because good news is an incredible motivator.
It’s More Than Just Solving Island Energy Challenges

It is possible for us to work together and leapfrog old technology

bringing clean microgrid energy

to feed the world
to educate its people
to improve health

and drive the next wave of economic growth.
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Market Driven Tariffs

Guarantee Off-takers